We show how to determine the position of a camera relative to a model of the environment using features extracted from one image. The method is based on view variation of cross-ratios and is independent of camera calibration.
will reduce to that of the direction to the camera described by 2 parameters, The 4 cross ratios will therefore asymptotically be contained in a 2-D surface.
An interesting aspect of using cross ratios for indexing is the fact that they are independent of camera calibration. This is assuming that the imaging is linear. Cross ratios will be related to camera position in a non linear way. When imagemodel feature correspondence has been established, this relation can be inverted and the camera position relative to the model can be found in a calibration independent way. Due to the complexity of non linear inversion this is implemented as a table lookup where cross ratios are used to index directly into a table of camera positions.
In an application we will consider the problem of finding the position of a camera relative to a model of the environment. By considering camera motion restricted to a planar ground, the variation of cross ratios on viewpoint will be 2-dimensional even in the perspective mapping case, and 1-dimensional in the affine limit. By using only the horizontal coordinates of vertical edge segments, cross ratios can be computed from 4 points. This fact has previously been exploited for navigation. [6] In our case, we can use 3 cross ratios computed from 6 points as entries to the index table. This will reduce the complexity of the index tables considerably.
View Variation of Cross Ratios
Since a general viewpoint in R 3 has 6 degrees of freedom, the In image coordinates of a set of n points will be confined to fi-dimensional surface in R 2n . Having a 6-parameter variation is definitely too large to be manageable for recognition and pose estimation using indexing. We therefore consider the cross ratio of a group of 5 points arbitrarily placed in R 3 . A cross-ratio of a set of 5 points in R 3 with image coordinates (xi, j/i)... (xx,, j/s) can be defined as: (1) If all points are coplanar in R 3 a change of viewpoint will correspond to a projective transform of the image coordinates. The projective transform is linear in the homogeneous coordinates (a:,-, j/,-, 1) and the cross ratio will therefore be invariant. If the points are not all coplanar, a change of viewpoint will no longer correspond to a projective transformation. The cross ratio will therefore vary with the viewpoint.
The image coordinates are related to the position of a point in a camera centered coordinate system as: 
The coordinates of the points in a world centered reference frame are denoted as (X\,Y\,Z\)... (XSJYS, Z5) and the coordinates of the projection point of the camera is (X C ,Y C ,Z C ) This point is taken as the origin of the camera centered system. The coordinates in the camera centered system are related to those of the world centered system by a linear transformation:
(3)
This transformation can be factored into camera rotation R and projection matrix P The projection matrix contains scale parameters for image coordinates and other parameters that can in principle be obtained by calibration. By using cross ratios as image descriptors however, both the rotation and projection matrix will cancel out and there will be no need for camera calibration. Using eq. 2 and 3 in the expression 1 for the cross ratio we get: where the factors l/Zf and determinant of the linear transformation matrix Pi? are cancelled out. We see that the cross ratio computed from the image coordinates of 5 points in general position in R 3 is the ratio of two polynomials in the camera coordinates (X C ,Y C , Z c ) and totally independent of camera rotation. The set of cross ratios <7i ... <Tj t computed from a set of points are therefore in general contained in a 3-dimensional surface in fc-space. This 3-dimensional surface is a characteristic of the point set, independent of viewpoint. Using cross ratios we have therefore reduced the parametric variation on viewpoint from 6 to 3.
In the limit of parallel projection this variation is reduced even further, from 3 to 2. The determinants in eq. 5 can be expanded as:
Yh -Yc
All determinants in eq. 5 can therefore be expressed in X c ,Y c ,Zc as: and the cross ratio:
If we fix the coordinates of the points in the world centered system and introduce spherical coordinates for the camera position (X C ,Y C , Z c ), we get:
Inserting this into eq. 7 and taking the limit of large observation distance r we get:
The variation of the cross ratio with viewpoint is therefore reduced to variation with respect to the two parameters 0 and <f>, i.e. the angular position of the camera relative to the world reference frame. This result should be compared with that of [3] where it is shown that assuming para perspective projection, it is possible to choose 4 image descriptors from 4 points that will have 2-dimensional variation with viewpoint. The price for generalizing to perspective projection is that we need 6 points instead of 4.
3 Feature Indexing and Pose Estimation for a Camera on Planar Ground
Construction of Index Tables and Feature Matching
The cross ratios computed from image data can be used as indexes to a table containing model features. In order to be efficient these tables must not be too large. The dimensionality of the index space can also be reduced by restricting the camera positions. This will be the case e.g. when a camera is constrained to move on a planar surface. Our problem is to find the position relative to a model of the environment, of a camera moving on a planar ground floor. In this case perspective effects cannot in general be neglected, since the extent of the object, in this case the spatial environment, will be of the same order of magnitude as the distance to the object features. The fact that we are moving on a planar ground floor means however that only two position parameters X C ,Y C need to be considered. Features groups in the form of cross ratios can therefore be represented as a 2-D surface and the dimensionality of the index space can be taken to be 3. As features we will consider horizontal coordinates V{ of vertical lines in the image. Cross ratios can then be computed from groups of 4 coordinates xi ... x 4 and from eq. 5 we see that they will vary with camera position as: The index space was constructed in the following way:
1. For X c , Y c camera positions chosen on a grid with 10 cm spacing within the rectangle in the map fig. 1 and all combinations of 6 features in the model, ordered clockwise as seen from the camera position, 3 cross ratios were computed by selection od 3 sets of 4 points. 2. The 3 cross ratios were used as indexes to a 3-dimensional index 
Position Estimation
Pose estimation in the general 3-D case involves determining the 6 parameters of rotation and translation describing camera position. This requires at least 3 image points and their corresponding 3 model points. Methods have been presented based on selecting point triplets from image and model and for each triplet pair compute a tentative pose. Correct triplet pairs will then give clusters in pose parameter space. [7] Since this method is based on selecting groups of features from both image and model the complexity will in general be higher than using indexing where selection is only of features in the image. In the case where a priori information about possible image model matchings is available the complexity of this method can be reduced.
Given matched image and model features from indexing, pose estimation is in general a non linear over determined problem provided more than 3 features have been matched. With a calibrated camera both rotation and translation parameters of the camera can be obtained. In the case of no calibration information we can still obtain camera position parameters X c , Y c , Z c by using the relation between cross ratios and camera position of eq. 5 From eq. 7 we see that given cross ratios and model coordinates, the position parameters are related by a second order polynomial equation. Solving these equations is a non-trivial matter. In order to avoid complicated non-linear equation solving the index tables were equipped with the information about position corresponding to each triple cross ratio entry. Every triplet cross ratio therefore indexes a number of positions corresponding to those from which this triplet was computed from model data. Using only index table positions corresponding to correctly matched features the indexed positions can be accumulated in a matrix and large values of this matrix should correspond to probable camera positions.
Note that, camera rotation is not obtained by this method but requires some form of calibration of the camera.
Experimental Results
In order to test model indexing and pose estimation the camera was placed in two different positions indicated in fig. 1 . For each position vertical edge segments were extracted by a very simple and robust procedure based on averaging image intensity in the vertical direction for each horizontal image coordinate. In order to cope with slight, variations from ideally vertical edges, the image was divided into 7 horizontal stripes. In each stripe vertical edges were extracted independently and subsequently linked across stripes based on horizontal proximity.
Figs. 2 and 3 show extracted edge segments and resulting number of associations between image and model features using the indexing method described earlier. The size of the number at position i,j of this table can be seen as a measure of support for the hypothesis that image feature i should be matched to model feature j. Finding the best association for each image feature will in general be combinatorially very complex. By simple thresholding several hypothetical matches can be discarded at the outset however. From figs. 2 and 3 it can be seen that for most image features the correct model feature dominates the row in the association table. Another factor reducing the complexity of finding associations is the fact that feature ordering from left to right will in general be invariant over all positions. This imposes constraints on possible pairwise matchings of image and model features. The main factors determining the complexity of finding correct associations will be the presence of clutter lines that are not modelled and the disappearance of modelled lines from the image. Work is presently going on in testing the robustness of the method against extra clutter and disappearing model features.
Every cross ratio triplet associated with correctly matched features can be used to index the look up table containing the position from which this triplet was computed. These positions are accumulated and figs. 4 and 5 shows the largest accumulated positions obtained using correctly matched features together with correct camera positions. Note that the grid spacing is 10 cm so the accuracy averaged largest accumulated positions is around 10 -20 cm. From the spread of the accumulated positions we see that position uncertainty is largest in the direction to the features and substantially less in the orthogonal direction. This effect is more pronounced in position 2. This can be expected since especially in position 2 the image mapping should be close to parallel and the features are concentrated in a rather small angular sector, which means that perspective will be very small, i.e. cross ratios will not vary substantially in the direction to the imaged features.
